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 Pre-production
“Home�For�the�Holidays”



In a traditional American family home, Kammie a 20-
year-old young lady, wishes to make Thanksgiving
dinner her runway. Surrounded by critics and dull

family members, she chooses to stay true to herself
and express her dramatic style while showing her

family members that wearing what you want, being
the star of the show, and being true to yourself is way

more fun than hiding it.

Film Concept
“Home�for�the�Holidays”

Theme
Confidence, Women Empowerment, Self-Expression
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overall Aesthetic  Mood Board
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Kammie’s Stying  Mood Board



kammie’s Stlying



supporting lead’s styling  Mood Board



kammie’s Makeup and Hair  Mood Board
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A young woman who is sick of
dressing how people or occasions

think you should. She doesn’t want to
be, do, and dress like everyone else.
As she’s grown into an individual she

realizes she’s her own person.  

Kammie Chloe
Chloe is Kammie’s younger sister. She

doesn’t want to be looked at like a little
kid anymore. She looks up to her older
sister and is inspired by Kammie’s care

free and eccentric nature. 

Key Characters

“Home�for�the�Holidays”



He is a chill brother who is
quite unbothered about

family traditions. He’s the kind
of man who doesn’t like being
the centre of attention, he’s

happy in his world and is open
and adaptive to new things.

Brother Mom
She is a regular mom of three.

She wants the best for her
kids, but worries too much

about what family members
think. 

supporting Characters

“Home�for�the�Holidays”

Middle Sister
She is the middle child who

always gets overlooked,
especially up against her

daring older sister. She really
doesn’t have an opinion on

the matter she just is there. 

Grandma
She’s an opinionated old

woman who has the tendency
to cling to tradition and

dramatizes her view on her
granddaughter's outfits,

turning every fashion choice
into a spectacle. 

Grandpa
He is a typical grandfather

who can be grumpy at times.
He is very traditional and

always has something to say
about his granddaughter’s

outfit choices.



Location
“Home�For�the�Holidays”



Film Day: Sun, Oct 15th 
Rehearsals: Fri, Oct 13th

Location





storyline
“HOME�FOR�THE�HOLIDAYS”



On a crisp Thanksgiving day, Kammie prepares for the holiday as if she's walking the runway. She's
finally embraced the joy of being herself through her unique style. Her family, a typical suburban

middle-class bunch, prefers cozy clothes and football while munching on turkey legs. Kammie's attire
choice couldn't be more different.

Her family exchanges bewildered glances as she descends in a glamorous cocktail dress as if attending
a grand White House Thanksgiving soirée. Undeterred, she takes her seat, changes the quiet radio to

lively music, and dances to her heart's content, seemingly in her world.

Gradually, her family starts to see the fun in her unconventional celebration and wants to join in,
reminiscing about their youthful days. Kammie's younger sister grapples with fitting in versus

expressing herself but witnessing her elderly family members embrace the festive spirit, she finds the
courage to be herself.

She rushes to change, and when the music stops, she returns to the room in a sparkly, glamorous
dress inspired by her big sister's confidence. With a smile from the elder sister, they share a silent

message that it's okay to be unconventional and true to oneself.

Storyline 



INT. DINNING ROOM - EARLY AFTERNOON A MOTHER(50s), FATHER(50s), SISTER(13), AND
GRANDMA(80s) all slouch around the table as they silently pick at their

Thanksgiving meal, one seat is empty. They all wear muted clothes that show no
signs of personality. The only human voice comes from a FOOTBALL ANNOUNCER

muffled from an outdated television box in the living room.

Sister is gnawing on a wishbone. Grandma is mindlessly moving her mashed
potatoes around. Father extends his arm to reach for the bread basket. His wife is
faster and slaps away his hands, giving him a disapproving glare. Father slouches

further into his seat. 

Suddenly the room starts to echo with the sound of heels
slapping the floor as someone descends down the stairs. They perk up at the

sound. Rounding the corner and into the dining room is KAMMIE(20s),
she wears a glamorous cocktail dress with a full face of makeup and perfectly

done hair. 

Taken aback by Kammie’s outlandish outfit, her family greets
her with glares as she reaches out for a chair and softly sits. Kammie doesn’t

seem to notice her family's distaste nor does she seem to care. Kammie reaches into
the middle of the table and starts loading up her plate with all the different

assortments of food. A bottle of red wine sits next to the turkey still corked.
Kammie spots the bottle and pauses for a beat before shrugging and grasping the

bottle. As she pops the wine, Grandma lets out a startled gasp at the noise.
Kammie pours herself a considerable amount and takes a sip. Satisfied with her

meal 

Kammie now realizes how dull the room is. She finally perks up and takes a look
at good look at each member of her family before scooting her chair back and

heading for the music box. Kammie cranks the knob and energetic music comes
blasting out. She starts to move her body in tune with the music twirling around

the living room. 

Father takes this moment as a distraction to grab a turkey leg
from the table, but not before Kammie makes her way back to the table and

snatches the turkey leg straight out of his hands. She uses the turkey leg as a
microphone as she continues to dance and sing. She takes her other hand to use

a finger to scoop up and eat some mashed potatoes and cranberry sauce.

Grandma shifts her eyes back and forth around the room before
bobbing her head to the beat. Grandma raises her hands up in

the air before Kammie comes over to help her out of her seat and dance
together. 

Mom looks lovingly at two generations of women before turning
to her husband and giving an “I’m sorry” look. She takes a small roll of

bread and shoves it in his mouth before standing up and leading him to the
dancing.

Sister still seated looks a little confused at her family finally enjoying
themselves. She rises from her seat, but instead of joining her family, she

runs upstairs. 

The family slowly stops dancing with one another alarmed by
sisters sudden disappearance. Dad reaches for the knob to lower the

volume of the music. Mom makes a move to run up the stairs after her but
is stopped once sister appears at the top of the stairs. 

Sister is now wearing a princess dress paired with kitten heels. She
makes eye contact with Kammie, smiling waiting for approval. Kammie

smiles lovingly and winks at sister.

Sister runs down the stairs laughing and giggling and jumps into both her
mother and sisters arms. Father cranks the music back up.

 Kammie takes her sisters hand and leads her to the dinner table. She
pulls out a chair and hops on top of it as leverage to fully stand on the

table. Kammie reaches back

down and grabs her sisters hand pulling her on the table along with her.
The sisters dance on the table as the rest of the family members continue

to dance around the room.
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Post-production
“Home�for�the�Holidays”





BTS PHOTOGRAPHS
“HOME�FOR�THE�HOLIDAYS”�







Editing inspiration
“HOME�FOR�THE�HOLIDAYS”



Color & texture  Mood Board
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“Cali–meets–Grace Kelly aesthetic, Larian,
whose assortment of offbeat yet elegant
offerings includes everything from oversized
rattan bangles to '50s-inspired turbans”

“I think the cornerstone of our brand is making
things that are conversation starters”

“My mom was a fashion designer when I was
growing up, and my dad had a toy company
that started the Bratz dolls”

“I was making headpieces and flower crowns
for friends as a hobby, and people started to
take notice”

CEO Jasmin Larian Quotes 

 Founded in 2013, RTW, Affordable luxury

About the brand



F/W 2023 CAMPAIGN

Bright fun colors, materials, metallic, texture,
holiday glam

INSPO

NOSTALGIA, PLAYFUL
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